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Simply Simian  
Monkeys and apes share one big happy primate family,  
but there are some crucial differences between them. 
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A Labor of “Love” 
It took teamwork and dedication to save the life of  

a Sumatran tiger cub. The result is a striped success story! 
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Necks: When Longer Is Better 
Sometimes the ability to stick your neck out is important for 
survival. How many vertebrae make up the longest necks?   
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He may have gotten a slow start, but for Ruuxa 
the cheetah cub, it’s now full speed ahead! 
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World War II presented many challenges for the Zoo. Find out how 
it soldiered on to survive the lean years and labored to grow.  
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Hyraxes are unique little animals with some really big relatives. 
Sink your teeth into the story of the Procaviidae family. 
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CELEBRATE  
OUR CENTENNIAL  

May 14, 2016 
is the day to 
party—and you’re 
invited! Visit our 

centennial website 
sandiegozoo100.org. 
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Join our pride and help us Roar Forward!
roaringforward.org   |   619-557-3947

Nola the northern white rhino was  
a legendary animal and a remarkable 
ambassador—not only for rhinos  

but also for critical conservation efforts worldwide. She spent the past 26 years at the San Diego Zoo  
Safari Park enjoying weekly pedicures from her keeper family, afternoon back scratches alongside the 
watering hole, and buckets of her favorite treats—red apples! Most importantly she was doted on day  
and night by her family of animal care experts and was worlds away from the poachers that have 
decimated her species.

Nola epitomizes our vision to lead the fight against extinction. Her sweet nature touched countless  
visitors and sparked a passion for wildlife in millions of children around the world. Her team of keepers  
and veterinarians provided world-class care during her time at the Safari Park, and San Diego Zoo 
Global is leading collaborative efforts to save Nola’s species.

With Nola’s passing last November, only 3 northern white rhinos remain on Earth. Just as Dr. Harry’s 
dream continues today, Nola has left a legacy that will carry us into the future.

You can become part of this story and help transform our efforts to end extinction as we Roar Forward  
into the next 100 years! 

You and the Zoo




